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Abstract -In WSN nodes having a capability of sensing, processing of data and communicating apparatuses, control the 

knowledge of sensor set-ups. Sensor networks are formed using group of asynchronous or synchronous nodes.  These 

sensor hubs might be associated with each other inside a system by any cantankerous section structure. The wide 

applications are included with both regular citizen and military situations, including natural checking, reconnaissance for 

wellbeing and security, mechanized social insurance, shrewd building control, movement control and question following, 

and so forth. Be that as it may, the association and correspondence in sensor is a key issue and to keep up the associations 

and making compelling correspondence is an essential issue yet the hubs in sensor battery innovation have neglected to get 

an achievement. Clearly, the vitality limit has turned into the key bottlenecks for the improvement of WSNs. In this article 

we are proposing an efficient and novel mechanism called EEADCN. And the experimental analysis is done using NS2. 

 

Index Terms - WSN, Energy-Efficient, Neighbor, sink. 
________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Contemporary improvements in wire-less infrastructures and microelectronics have supported the enlargement of stumpy budget, 

little-power, multi-operational sensor nodes [1]those are in very small size and the communication are made in a small range. 

These nodes having a capability of sensing, processing of data and communicating components, control the idea of sensor 

networks. Sensor networks are formed using group of asynchronous or synchronous nodes. 

These sensor center points may be connected with each other inside a framework [2] by any cross area structure. These sensor 

centers can sense diverse events gently. A rate of the sensor center points go about as changes and entries to pass the message or 

the record beginning with one particular sensor center point then onto the following sensor center. The wide applications are 

included with both nonmilitary personnel and military situations, including natural checking, reconnaissance for wellbeing and 

security, robotized medicinal services, keen building control, movement control and protest following, and so on. With the 

improvement of PC equipment innovation, the CPU and blaze memory are getting to be littler and littler, more intense and less 

expensive and less expensive. Thus, the memory and preparing abilities of sensor hubs won't be the most critical hindrance for the 

utilization of WSNs. Be that as it may; the battery innovation has neglected to get a leap forward. Clearly, the vitality limit has 

turned into the key bottlenecks for the improvement of WSNs. So the exploration on vitality effectiveness of WSNs is still the 

core interest. Mainly in WSNs routing neighbor discovery is a major research activity. Previously, researchers are focus on the 

neighbor discovery using hello packet transmission. But the nodes with low power are not explored in the network but still it is a 

major problem. For the wide appropriateness scope of WSNs, it is difficult to fabricate a WSN steering calculation that satisfies 

all application necessities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rather it is of significance that planning general directing calculations which by one means or another can be connected to a few 

applications and in the interim adjust the vitality utilization to build the system lifetime quite far. Right now, there are awesome 

arrangements of exploration and endeavors that are on the go, for the improvement of steering conventions in WSNs.  

Figure-1: Wireless sensor network architecture 
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The sensors [3] should ceaselessly search for new neighbors so as to oblige the accompanying circumstances:  

1. Loss of nearby synchronization because of aggregated clock floats;  

2. Disturbance of remote availability between adjoining hubs by an interim occasion, for example, a passing auto or 

creature, a dust tempest, rain, or haze; when these occasions are over, the concealed hubs must be rediscovered;  

3. The progressing expansion of new hubs, in some systems, to make up for hubs that have stopped to work on the grounds 

that their vitality has been depleted;  

4. The expansion in transmission force of a few hubs, because of specific occasions, for example, discovery of new 

circumstances. 

Particularly energy main constraint in neighbor discovery, due to lack of energy the nodes are unable to explore using hello 

packet transmission but the nodes still hide in the network and cause the network at imbalance state. In this paper we propose a 

mechanism which will identifies the low energy nodes and provide sufficient energy and make the nodes live in the network. 

 

Hidden Node scenario: 

Concealed hub issue [3] Suppose that the hub An is in transmission with the hub B. on the off chance that the hub C chooses to 

send information to the hub B, by listening to the channel it will assume it free. The hub C begins a transmission towards B and 

makes a crash at the hub B. In this situation which is in Figure 1, the hub C is a concealed hub from the hub A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. EXISITING WORK 

Previously different works are going on in neighbor discovery of wireless sensors networks but it is still a major research issue 

here we presenting few existing works of various researchers. 

Minimizing imperativeness use is a basic point arrangement in Bluetooth [4]. As in Wi-Fi, the technique of neighbor revelation in 

Bluetooth is furthermore digressed. A middle that ought to be found changes to a requesting channel mode, however an inside 

point that necessities to find its neighbors enters the sales mode. In the requesting check mode, the middle listens for a specific 

period on each of the 32 frequencies provided for neighbor presentation, while the finding focus encounters these frequencies one 

by one and communicates HELLO in each of them. This framework is thought to be criticalness eating up and coordinate.  

A symmetric neighbor revelation arrangement for Bluetooth is proposed in [5]. The musing is to allow each center point to switch 

between the solicitation channel mode and the solicitation mode. The 802.15.4 standard [6] proposes a genuinely fundamental 

arrangement for neighbor exposure. It acknowledge that every coordinator center point issues one of a kind "reference point" 

message per plot, and an as of late sent center point has quite recently to channel the available frequencies for such a message. In 

any case, the standard moreover supports a beaconless technique for operation. Under this mode, an as of late passed on center 

point should transmit a reference point request on each available channel. A framework coordinator that hears such a sales should 

immediately answer with its own one of a kind sign. In any case, this arrangement does not supply any bound on the covered 

neighbor divulgence time. 

Neighbor disclosure in remote sensor systems is tended to in [7]. The creators propose an arrangement for deciding the 

transmission force of each hub with a specific end goal to ensure that every hub distinguishes no less than one of its neighbors 

utilizing as meager force as could be expected under the circumstances.  

In [8], the creators think about the issue of neighbor revelation in static remote specially appointed systems with directional 

reception apparatuses. At every time space, a sensor either transmits HELLO messages in an irregular bearing, or listens for 

HELLO messages from different hubs. The objective is to decide the ideal rate of transmission and gathering openings, and the 

example of transmission bearings.  

In [9], neighbor disclosure is examined for general specially appointed remote systems. The makers propose a subjective HELLO 

tradition, animated by ALOHA. Each center can be in one of two states: listening or talking. A center point picks subjectively 

when to begin the transmission of a HELLO message. If its message does not collide with another HELLO, the center point is 

thought to be found. The goal is to choose the HELLO transmission repeat and the length of the neighbor revelation process. 

In [10], the sensor hubs should decide, for each time opening, whether to communicate HELLO, to tune in, or to rest. The ideal 

move rate concerning the three circumstances is resolved utilizing from the earlier learning of the greatest conceivable total of 

neighbors.  

 

 

 

Figure-2: The hidden node problem 
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In [11], the calculation is projected for planning the wake-up times of two hubs that desire to locate each other. For this 

calculation, every hub picks a prime number; the decision relies on upon the required disclosure time. Utilizing the Chinese 

Remainders hypothesis, it is demonstrated that the wake-up times of the hubs will cover inside the required time. In any case, [11] 

does not examine the issue of numerous sensors in the same fragment teaming up to decrease the vitality they consume for finding 

shrouded hubs. As talked about in Section I, the sensor system hubs invest the greater part of their energy in rest/unmoving mode, 

where they can't get or transmit messages. Consequently, the hub's capacity to find another neighbor is restricted to periods when 

both are dynamic.  

Issues with energy in WSNS 

At the point when vitality [12] of hub going down the transmitting and getting scope of the hub going down.  

Hubs in the system again need re-configure its neighbors. 

Routing is distributed: 

 QOS [13] components like Packet conveyance proportion, delay in the system and throughput are affected. What's more, impact 

is happens because of less vitality [14] [15] hubs in the system on the grounds that these hubs won't investigate in the system. 

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

 

To handle all the issues regard the energy and also give a solution to hidden nodes in the network due to lower energy problems. 

Initially all the nodes form a cluster and a group lead is present generally in our mechanism group lead having more energy. Node 

in a network starts identifies it neighbors by initially transferring hello packet 

 If a node explores 

If (node energy <= threshold) 

{ 

Node information is saved to the sink and group lead 

Group lead shares the node information to the all other nodes  

And also instruct the sink to provide energy efficient communication 

} 

Else 

{ 

  The explored node does the same discovery procedure. 

} 

By this algorithm the nodes in the network is classified based on energy, after knowing energy nodes having less energy 

compared than threshold. The nodes get the neighbor information from the group lead because group lead maintains the 

information of all the nodes. Sink will take care about efficient energy maintains. 

Algorithm to efficient energy maintains: 

Sink take care about the nodes having less energy 

1. Initially it will inform to the all the nodes in the group not to send any notification messages to the less energy nodes. 

2. Sink also intimate to the less energy node not to do the procedure to discover it neighbor; group head will give the 

neighbors list by the other nodes connection. 

3. The routing procedure also it just leaves the nods for most of the transfers. 

4.  Finally if the node is going for dead stage sink stop communications to that node. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 

The experimental setup is made using Network simulator 2 (NS2). Ns2 is also an open source and it is an isolated event stimulant 

targeted at networking research. Ns-2 offers generous support for replication of TCP, routing, and multi-cast protocols above 

under wired and wireless limited and satellite broadcasting networks. It maintenances sensor environment by using the patch 

mannerism. 

Performance metrics: 

i. Network initialization cost: 

This section analyzes the overhead cost of in multi-hop sensor networks in term of average energy consumption at individual 

nodes for network initialization.  

ii. Collision rate:  

Rate of collision due to hidden nodes in the network 

iii. Packet delivery fraction: 

Ratio between the quantities of packets transmitted to the Quantity of packs received magnificently over the network. 

iv. Throughput: 

It is demarcated as number of packets received magnificently over a particular time interval. 

v. Delay: 

Each node to in a network takes specific time to discover its neighbors in the network. That mean time is called as the delay. 

The below table describes the various parameters metrics and the various parameters used in our simulation. 
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Parameter 

 

Values 
Traffic type  CBR.  

Number of nodes  10 to 50.  

Simulation time  1000 sec.   

Simulation area  1000 X 1000 meters.  

Mobility  0 to 20 meter/sec.  

Performance metrics  i. Delay 

ii. Throughput 

iii. Packet delivery fraction,  

iv. Rate of collision and  

v. Network initialization 

cost.  

 

 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

This section deals about the simulation paradigm consists wireless sensor of hub arrangements of the system beginning from 10 

quantities of hubs to 50 hubs with an augmentation of ten hubs in the reenactment environment. The broad investigation has been 

done to 50 hubs with an augmentation of ten hubs in the recreation environment. The extensive analysis has been done using 

general neighbor discovery and neighbor discovery using an energy efficient scheme of EEADCN. 

 

Figure-2 describes the cost of initializing the network in terms of energy. Here the figure shows that the normal algorithms which 

are not taken care about energy efficiency and our algorithm EEADCN. In EEADCN we are considering about the all the issues 

of how to save energy and also we are taken care about node energy based on node energy we just give the specifications of 

neighbor discovery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table-1: Performance metrics 

Figure-2: Network initialization cost 
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Figure-3 describes analysis of collision rate due to hidden nodes, mainly the hidden nodes are present in the network because lack 

of energy. Lesser energy nodes having low range for to communicate, but in the communication process these will make 

collisions. Here we evaluate the performance of algorithms which are not considering the node energy during neighbor discovery 

and our algorithm EEADCN. The performance results shows that EEADCN all most identifies the all the hidden nodes in the 

network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-4 shows that the throughput of a network setup. Here we vary the number of nodes and we evaluate the performance using 

the metric throughput which is the number of packets successfully transmitted over a network with a period of time. And the 

comparisons is made between the two different setup classifications those are the first setup is done without considering the 

energy efficiency and secondly by considering issues with energy that is with EEADCN. EEADCN performance well than normal 

scenario.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3: Rate of collision 

Figure-4: Throughput 
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Figure-5 designates the delay to find neighbors of each node in the network. In order to optimize the energy we just require faster 

identification of neighbors. If it is not done most of the hidden nodes are present these cause collisions. Due to collisions the 

performance of the network degraded. Here we compare our algorithm with normal scenario. EEADCN give better outcomes than 

other general algorithms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-6 confirmations that the ratio of packets delivered over a network setup. Here we vary the number of nodes and we 

evaluate the performance using the metric packet conveyance ratio which is the quantity of packets successfully acknowledged 

over a network. And the comparisons is made between the two different setup classifications those are the first setup is done 

without considering the energy efficiency and secondly by considering issues with energy that is with EEADCN. EEADCN 

performance well than normal scenario. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-5: Delay to find neighbors 

Figure-6: packet delivery ratio 
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Conclusion: 

The connection and communication in sensor networks is a key issue. To maintain the connections and making effective 

communication need to identify and maintaining its entire neighbors list is a primary issue but the nodes in sensor networks 

battery technology have futile to obtain a invention. Noticeably, the energy volume has become the key bottlenecks for the 

improvement of WSNs. In this article we are proposing an efficient and novel mechanism called EEADCN. And the experimental 

result shows that the EEADCN gives better performance than compared to all other previous works. 
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